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- Wikimedia Nederland: many new users, have a hard time 
to settle

- Use manual/documentation to help them
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The smallprint

- Every community is different
- Needs may be different in other countries
- I'm not trying to discredit any other efforts. 
- I'm probably over simplifying things



Straight forward?

Active since 2005, many edits and articles.

Still some challenges.
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Finding help

Existing documentation: not doing the trick

- There's MUCH of it
- Focus on the complexities, not on solutions. 
- Audience: new Wikipedians don't need to know the 

boundaries of the permissible, but how to do it 'right'.

For example: how does the deletion process work?

- Navigating to a help page, the new #WikipediaGame
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Design choices

- Modular, but 'complete'
- Structured

- people should be able to look stuff up

- Not a text book

- How-to
- Tangible examples

Goal: 80% of the people gets through 500 edits without 
serious trouble
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What a welcome

If you look at the 'welcome for newcomers' on Dutch 
Wikipedia, you see:

- Lots of links: down the rabbit hole
- Vagaries
- Perspective of source code editor
- Out of date
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We focus a lot on "don't"

Sometimes step-by-step 'safe' recipes are helpful. Users will 
add a pinch of pepper and salt to taste later. 

- How to register an account and activate all 'must have' tools

- How to add an infobox

- How to add a category

- How to start or respond to talkpage contribution

- How to edit an article

- How to start a new article

- Checklist for a 'decent article'

- How to add a helpful footnote/reference
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From: 'Editing Wikipedia' brochure. 
Wikimedia Foundation, Wiki Education 
Foundation, EXBROOK (CC BY-SA)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Editing_Wikipedia_brochure_(Wiki_Educ
ation_Foundation)_(2016).pdf



Finding good examples is harder 
than you'd think

- Optimal length
- Readable, fits on the page (not too long)
- Shining example (not too short)

- Good sources, perfect layout
- Suitable topic

- Not a likely controversial or likely to change a lot
- Not too mainstream <express the variety>
- Not too obscure <obviously relevant>

- Has all elements that you want to explain
- Infobox
- Image
- Introduction and topics

- Good writing
- Ideally a community effort
- Not with you as a main author
- Not written or edited for the purpose of the example!



We have so many buttons!

Balance between explaining everything and guiding them 
through the process

Solution: appendix with detail, big picture in the chapter.



We contradict ourselves

- We looove to explain, write essays and elaborate.
- Wikipedians are help page hoarders
- For example, citation pages still mentioned Harvard style 

footnotes as the main referencing method (Kleparz et al., 
2006-2016), which is actually rarely in use.

Klepartz, SanderSpek, Dleven, Jan Arkesteijn and others, 
2006-2016



Publishing

3 months: 1500 views

Demand: publisher wants to publish

- CC BY
- Royalties WMNL
- Exposure

CC publishing agreements are possible, but require some.. 
thinking. 
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Questions?

The manual: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HandleidingWikipediaversie1_2017.pdf


